
The 2016 presidential election brought the term

"fake news" into the popular consciousness.

Stories began emerging about individuals and

groups who had created realistic looking news

websites to share false stories via Facebook

and other social media sites. These efforts were

successful largely because so many people

believed the stories to be real and shared them,

spreading the fake news far and wide. Until now,

people have not been accustomed to evaluating

news outlets to see if they are legitimate or not;

even for those who try, doing so can be difficult

without careful inspection. Recognizing the

importance of this issue, universities such

as the University of Washington have begun

offering courses designed to teach students how

to recognize false news and data.' However,

without constant vigilance, it can be easy to

mistake a fake story as real and to disseminate it

even further without realizing it.

For [awyers doing [ega[ research, the same pitfa[[s
exist. Lega[ research is now a[most exc[usive[y
conducted on[ine. Thus, [awyers must be mindfu[ not
on[y of the content of their [ega[ research but a[so

the reliability of the online source they are using.
Lega[ information used to be carefu[y cabined in
print sources, making it easy to identify the officia[
versions and easily understand the source [e.g., court,
[egislature, etc.). In a digita[ environment, however,
those distinctions are not so easy to draw. Thus, while
finding information is easier than it has ever been,
evaluating it for relevance, usefulness, and reliability
has never been more difficult. This poses a significant
cha[[enge for those of us teaching [ega[ research to
new [aw students and is especia[y important as we
move through an era where proprietors of fake news
are deliberately trying to undermine our ability to
distinguish among online sources.

The field of Information Literacy suggests an approach
to teaching [ega[ research that addresses some of
these cha[[enges. Librarians have made the connection
between the idea of Information Literacy and students'
ability to identify "fake news." 2 We [ikewise suggest that
this is the direction [ega[ research instruction should
be heading.

A. WHAT IS INFORMATION
LITERACY?

Information [iteracy is the ability to "recognize when
information is needed and have the ability to [ocate,
evaluate and use effectively the needed information."3

The concept of information [iteracy was first identified
by academic [ibrarians in response to the growing
availability of information through electronic means.
Since that time, [ibrarians and academics have
developed both instructiona[ approaches and [earning
outcomes for gathering and using information.' These
have been adopted at universities throughout the
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country and have gradua[[y made their way into [ega[
academic [ibraries as we[[.5

Traditiona[[y, information [iteracy invo[ved five core
competencies: students shou[d knowwhat information
they need; be ab[e to access that information efficient[y
and effective[y; evaluate the information critica[[y; use
the information they gathered; and a[[ in a manner
that is ethical/legal. For each competency, the
standards inc[ude performance indicators, providing
concrete descriptions of the ski[[s needed to achieve
competence.7 Each performance indicator contains a
set of [earning outcomes that provide specific means
of assessing whether the student has [earned. Whi[e
a[[ of these standards were designed to app[y to
higher education genera[[y, not a[[ trans[ate direct[y
to a [aw schoo[ [ega[ research context. Nonethe[ess,
information [iteracy provides a usefu[ framework to
approach the process of [ega[ research, as we[[ as
a way to assess whether students have attained the
competency they need to move into the practice of [aw.
The princip[es of information [iteracy can quite easi[y
be adapted for [ega[ research.

B. LE AL DSEARC TROH 0 AN
1NFO ATEON TRALY L E.

In a traditiona[ research curricu[um, the goa[ is to
make sure students know how to p[an and execute
a search-to locate the materials they wi[[ need in
order to understand and ana[yze the [aw. Traditiona[
legal research instruction focuses on a bibliographic
approach, identifying how the various publications can
be found and exp[aining how each can be accessed to
find the sources within.' Whether searching primary
or secondary sources, the method is relatively similar:
looking up key terms in an index or table of contents,
finding relevant sources, reading them, and seeing
if they lead to additional sources. Students [earn to
conduct statutory research by looking in a key word
index to find relevant code sections; they find cases
by looking up key terms in the index of a digest and
so on.' Because legal information has historically
been organized by jurisdiction and source of [aw,
and because this method of research was deve[oped
in a wor[d where the [ibrary contained as many
"finding" tools as actual sources, this type of research
instruction focuses on finding materials, presuming
that researchers wi[[ easily understand what it is they
have found.1"

This [inear research process a[[owed the researcher
a certain amount of confidence in the reliability
and utility of the information found. Because the
researcher had to take so many steps before
encountering a primary source, the search was
more directed, and the results necessarily fe[[ within
a certain category-for instance, the New Jersey
Reports contains nothing but primary case law from
New Jersey. This is similar to what might happen
if a person decided a particu[ar news source was
credib[e and sought a[[ news from that one source as a
measure of protection against fake news.

However, this confidence has been eroded because
the organization of legal information has become
largely separated from the print environment in which
most legal research curricula deve[oped.11 Modern
research is based around a search engine, rather than
individual sets of publications. The online research
too[s are continua[[y changing and evo[ving as vendors
create new research products. Thus, it is time to
reframe the goal of legal research instruction in light
of the changed rea[ity of [ega[ research. For today's
[aw students to [earn [ega[ research now and for the
future, they need to develop the metacognitive ski[[s
that wi[[ allow them to adapt to changing technology.
Teaching research through information literacy can
give them those ski[[s.12

Finding tools are a thing of the past. Whether on a
free platform like Goog[e, or fee-paid services such
as West[aw, Lexis, or one of the many other legal
research platforms, the entry point to research is
a search box, and the resu[ts of the search come
from many different sources. The researcher enters
terms into a search box, and an a[gorithm returns
results that match those terms. The organization of
the legal information accessed by the search is not
a[ways readi[y apparent to the researcher. Thus, whi[e
finding materials is no challenge at a[[, understanding
what those materials are can be difficult, especially
for novice researchers. The goa[ of [ega[ research
instruction should address this reality.

Students come to [aw schoo[ a[ready we[[ acquainted
with the search box and at [east the basics of online
research. There is very little possibility that they could
enter terms into a search box on Lexis and get no
results. We do not need to teach them that. What we
do need to teach them is how to understand what it is
they have found. In other words, we need to increase
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students' [eve[ of [ega[ information [iteracy. If we think
of this as the goal of the legal research course, it leads
to a very different approach to teaching research,
focusing less on individual print and electronic
research tools and more on evaluating the results of
searches, focusing on concepts such as sources of law,
hierarchy of authority, and even citation.

C° EVALUATNG~ REARCH

RESULTS SING iNFO RMmATiON
LITERACY

Finding legal source material is no longer difficult.
In the first week of law school, a student working on
a [aptop in class can have a research result in hand
before the professor has finished defining the
research task. The focus must instead be on evaluation
of the sources found in light of the needs of the
research assignment.

Teaching legal research with a focus on evaluating
rather than finding is most effective when research is
taught as a process in a problem-based curriculum.
Starting with a legal problem to solve, legal research
professors can teach students to use information
literacy ski[[s to identify controlling legal authority
and secondary authority without source-by-source
bibliographic instruction. Instead of spending class
time explaining various different research services
and how they work, the professor can focus on making
sure students understand what to [ook for and how to
recognize it when they see it. We recommend giving
students the following list of information literacy-
based questions and walking through them as a way of
teaching research.

" Is it law?

" Is it my law?

" If it's my law, is it useful law?

" If it's not law, or not my law, is it useful in some
other way?

" Is it credible?

" Is it permanent?

Using these questions as the framework for teaching
legal research gives students both the research and
information literacy ski[[s they wi[[ need as they move
into the practice of law.

1. Isit law?
This opening question invites students to [earn about
the sources of law and the distinction between primary
and secondary authority. Using the context of a client
problem, the research professor can start by outlining
the structure of the United States legal system and
inviting students to think about what kind of law is likely
to govern the client situation. State or federal? Case
or statute? This then can lead to a discussion of what
those things are and how to recognize them as a result
of a search. If the client problem involves common law,
the professor can focus on cases, how courts make
law, what a legal opinion looks like, what its citation
wi[[ [ook like, and so on. The professor can devote some
time to developing search terms and narrowing results
to the type of law the students wi[[ be seeking, but the
majority of the discussion can focus more broadly on
how to recognize what sources are law as opposed to
something else. There are a lot of "something e[ses"
it could be, but this is the first of two binary questions
that even a novice legal researcher should be able to
answer: a legal source is either law, or not.

2. Is it mv ' .
The second question also poses a binary: the law in
hand is either the type of [aw you need [that is, law
from the relevant jurisdiction) or it is not. Through this
question, the professor can explore the concepts of
jurisdiction and binding versus persuasive authority.
Again, using the problem as a jumping off point, the
professor can discuss how to recognize when a source
constitutes controlling legal authority, regardless of
the method used to obtain it. The students wi[[ [earn
that they need to figure out who is making the decision
in a case and what kind of authority is binding in that
setting. For example, if a problem involves a tort claim
in the state of New Jersey, students wi[[ [earn that they
need appellate cases from New Jersey to address their
client's concerns. Class discussion can then focus on
how to recognize that type of case so when a search
is performed, the researcher can hone in on the right
kind of information. The "is it my law?" question also
allows the professor to teach students about narrowing
and filtering by database to identify sources from the
relevant jurisdiction.

3. If it's my aw, is it usefula
This is where the inquiries switch from categorization
to evaluation. Our hypothetical researcher looking into
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New Jersey tort [aw does not just need to find New
Jersey appellate cases-the student needs to find
appellate decisions on the issue in question. Thus, this
information literacy question imports the notion of
re[evance-how factually similar to my client's case is
this past decision? In a world of stare decisis, like facts
dictate like outcomes. The researcher needs to assess
the source to determine its utility for the project at
hand. To decide if a source is useful, the student really
needs to understand the nature of legal analysis, which
then informs the ability to identify what is useful as the
result of a search.

This is the point at which professors can introduce
shortcut tools that can help with this assessment.
The ability to filter by headnotes or core terms or
isolate a term within a set of research results can help
the researcher proceed more efficiently through a
search that yields many results. The professor can also
bring in concepts of weight of authority, including why
some cases from the jurisdiction might be better to use
than others.

4. If -tsnt w rnot my law, is it useful in
sm cother wy

This question is more abstract than the preceding ones.
It is meant to introduce the researcher to two things:
the utility of secondary sources and the potentia[ va[ue
of persuasive primary authority.

Secondary sources, previously presented as a pathway
to primary sources in traditional bibliographic research,
now mostly serve as opportunities for background
reading and better understanding of the research
question at hand. Though no longer finding tools, they
may be useful in helping a researcher expand or refine
a list of key words for subsequent searches, and they
certainly have value to a researcher who is conducting
research in a less familiar field. The universe of available
secondary sources is much expanded in an online world,
though-now a researcher can access any number of
web sites and online publications offering analysis and
commentary. Through the context of a client problem,
students can start to [earn how to weed through search
results to select useful secondary authority.

Persuasive primary authority may also be valuable. For
example, if a research result is "law, but not my law,"
then maybe it can still shed light on the way another
jurisdiction has dealt with these issues. Perhaps
the issue is the subject of a circuit split for which

persuasive authority may serve a particularly useful
purpose. Thus, the "is it useful?" question invites
students to [earn about other ways in which primary
authority might be used.

5o Is it credb
The unfiltered nature of search results makes the
"is it credible?" question particularly important for
online legal research. Credibility takes on a couple of
meanings in this framework. First, there is a question
of threshold credibility-does it have any at a[[? Most
primary authority and much secondary authority
accessed through paid legal research services arrives
with an imprimatur of credibility, as opposed, for
example, to an article found on a law firm website.

Second, a question with a finer point: is this a
particularly credible source on my legal question?
For my audience? One can imagine a taxonomy
of credibility, where there are both groupings of
credibility [e.g., law review articles by law professors
are more credible than author[ess, anonymous
b[og posts) followed by the more nuanced degrees
of credibility [e.g., this particular law professor is
a known expert on this point). This may be one of
the harder questions to answer in the online world
because many [ega[ sources [ook the same online.
In print, it might be more obvious to a researcher that
the law review article she is reading was authored by
a student because student work was printed at the
back of a print volume. Online, the researcher has to
do more work to identify the author and assess his or
her credibility.

6. Is it peraeit?
Here, the framing of the question varies based on
the type of source involved. Most things live a long
life on the internet, but for legal research purposes,
permanence has a slightly more nuanced meaning.
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Basic internet sources are "permanent" when the
researcher [and later, the reader) can access the
materials via a citation. But basic legal sources of
the type a researcher is likely to use [and later, cite)
are permanent when they are still good law. Through
this question, the professor can present the idea of
updating the law, such as by using an online service
like KeyCite or Shepherd's to make sure a statute has
not been deemed unconstitutional or a case decision
overruled. Here, again, the print analog is dead; it
would be bordering on malpractice to think that a
lawyer should be conducting these types of updates
using print materials.

A[[ of these questions are designed to help a
researcher evaluate one research result, one source.
Once a researcher has identified a primary, mandatory,
relevant source, he or she can use that source to
access other sources: those sources cited within it
and those subsequent authorities that cite to it. The
researcher should then apply this set of questions to
a[[ of those sources [admittedly, more efficiently as
the researcher closes in on the best set of materials
for that particular research prob[em). As researchers
encounter the same sources through different
research pathways, they should fee[ more confidence
in the value of that source and know their research is
closer to complete. In this way, the research process is
more like an intricate[y woven web than the linear path
traveled by bibliographic researchers.

In fact, today most information is tangled up in an
intricately woven web-real news and fake news,
facts and opinions, credible authors and anonymous
sources. Researchers must [earn how to detang[e
that web and evaluate each of the individual strands.
Future law students wi[[ be arriving at law schools
having encountered fake news and understanding
the importance of being a discerning researcher.
As teachers of legal research, we can build on that
understanding, giving them the tools they wi[[ need to
evaluate legal research that same way. Information
literacy can be a valuable [ens through which to
[earn legal research, both to give students those
tools in the first place, and to set them up for lifelong
[earning as legal research technology continues to
grow and change.
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